The Frog a Log and a Fish

by Reagan Volpe

Setting: Rainforest

SCENE I

Leepers: (Happy) I would like to go in the pond.

Log: No one can get in my pond.

Leepers: (Sad) But, I want to go in my bathtub.

Log: (Laughing) Hahaha! I still won’t move until... You solve a riddle.

Leepers: (Curious) Okay, what’s the riddle?

Log: Joe and Jack went to the store on Wednesday. If Joe and Jack did not pay, who did?

Leepers: (Curious) Um... Wednesday paid. (Looking at the mud)

Log: (Mad) Okay, you can go in the pond. (Sigh)

Narrator: As Leepers went in the pond, he saw a fly and he was excited for his tasty meal.

Log: (Thinking gross) Eww, you’re not going to eat that, are you?

Leepers: Ah... I heard that. Frogs catch flies to live, it’s our favorite meal. In fact, it’s the only meal we ever eat.

Log: Well we don’t eat anything. I mean we’re logs. However, maybe I could try one fly... but just a little one.

Leepers: (Sounding suspicious) Okay, I’ll look for a little one. Hee hee hee.

Narrator: Leepers caught a fly as big as a cheeseburger!

Log: (Feeling funny) If you’re going to get me a fly that big what about a side order of fries!!! (Laughing)

End of Scene
SCENE II: The Pond

**Narrator:** As the log enjoys his meal, Leepers swims in the pond.

**Leepers:** *(Scared)* Aaaaaaah!!!!

**Fish:** Ha, I scared you! *(Laughing)*

**Leepers:** Who are you and where did you come from?

**Fish:** Hi, I am King Fish and of course I came from the pond.

**Log:** What is going on there?

**Leepers:** Hello, I am a frog and my name is Leepers.

**Fish:** Would you like to be friends?

**Leepers:** *(Happy)* Of course I would like to be friends with you!!

**Fish:** *(Nervous)* Oh no! There is a fisherman!

**Leepers:** He’s not going to hook you, don’t worry. *(Standing up for his friend)*

**Fish:** *(Scared)* But I’m sweating already!

**Leepers:** How can I tell you’re sweating? You’re always wet.

**Narrator:** Leepers helped the fish by jumping into the boat and yelling:

**Leepers:** RIBBITT!!!!

End of Scene

SCENE III: Fish Tank

**Narrator:** Seeing what Leepers did for him, the fish jumped in the boat to help his new friend. The fisherman took both Leepers and King Fish to his son, Sam.

**Sam:** Whooo! Thanks, Dad for the frog and the fish. Hey, Mom, can I keep them?

**Mom:** Sure, but don’t let them out of their tank.

**Sam:** Okay...
Narrator: So Sam put his new pets in the fish tank.

Fish: Hey, Leepers, we need to get out of here.

Leepers: I agree.

Fish: We need to hurry.

Narrator: As Mom and Sam discussed spending the day at the beach, Fish got an idea.

Fish: Leepers, why don’t we join them on their trip to the beach?

Narrator: As the family packed, Leepers and the fish jumped into their water bottle.

When Sam and his Mom got to the beach, Sam went to take a drink of water. Right then both Leepers and Fish jumped out of the bottle and headed toward the water.

Leepers: There are probably easier ways to take a vacation, but we made it.

Narrator: Leepers and the fish frolicked into the ocean and lived as friends happily ever after.

THE END